
KMIP TC face-to-face 18-Feb-2011 
 
Actions: 
 

 Bob N: write up proposal for "get key" client profile and any related changes to 
protocol 

 Bob L: write up proposal for client querying server for supported capabilities / 
profiles 

 Tim H: write up proposal for vendor extension management process 
 Mathias: lead the writing up of summary of extensions required for interop 
 Indra /Bruce: write up proposal for negotiating protocol version 
 Alan.: update client registration proposal 
 Robert H: write up ideas on how to address multiple versions in protocol/spec 
 Krishna: write up proposal for addressing key group use case 
 Robert H: write up proposal for access control 
 Alan F: address issue of updating password in credential object 
 Alan/Bruce/Mathias: write up proposal for credential format 
 SteveW: check into possibility of UNH support for interop 
 Gordon: write storage client profile proposal and related changes to protocol 
 BobG: invite OASIS administration to next KMIP TC call to discuss OASIS 

support for interop 
 Bob G: initiate strawpoll on next F2F location/date 
 Bob G: write draft of new format for Profiles document, including test cases and 

guidance as well as client/server interactions 
 BobG: write draft of guidance for writing profiles 

 
Notes from meeting: 
 
Roll call taken by Bob Griffin. Quorum was reached. 
 
Agenda was discussed: 
 
8 to 8:15 - welcome, roll call 
 
8:15 to 8:45 - agenda / minutes 
- review, prioritization and revision of agenda 
- review/approval of minutes from preceding meeting(s) 
 
8:30 - 8:45 interop review 
 
8:45 - 9: v2 planning 
- what version should it be, in what timeline? 
 
9 to 10 - interoperability issues (Bruce/Tim/ open discussion) 
- protocol version negotiation 



- vendor extension management/registration 
- Discovering what a server can do 
- client profiles 
- additional attributes required for these profiless 
 
10 to 10:15 - break 
 
10:15 to 11:30 - Client registration and related topics 
- Client registration (Alan) 
 
11:45 to 12:00 - checkpoint/review of morning/revision of agenda 
 
12 to 1 - lunch 
 
1 to 1:15 - checkpoint/review 
 
1:15 to 1:30 discussion of server to server (Robert H) 
- entity implications for server to server 
 
1:30 to 2:30  
- resume discussion of client registration (use cases) 
- groups 
- access control 
- storage client profile (Gordon) 
 
2:30 to 2:45 - checkpoint/break 
 
2:45 to 4:30  
- scoping v.next 
- trust establishment (Judy) 
- XML representation of KMIP (Hal) 
- other profiles related to V2.0 functionality, including external definitionof profiles 
 
4:30 to 5 - checkpoint/review and wrap-up 
 
5 pm adjourn 
 
Motion to approve agenda by Tim Hudson; seconded by Bruce Rich. Hearing no 
objections or abstentions, agenda is approved. 
 
Review of interop at RSA Conference 
 
Mathias: successful event; considerable traffic 
Cryptsoft (Tim): main message that it was real as a standard and as something availale in 
products; great to be able be able to have attendees see multiple vendors. 



HDD (Adnan): just on the client side; easy to implement; especially thanks to Mathias 
and Tim; protocol was ceasy to implement; 
HP (Indra): people asking about client registration;  
Safenet (Alan): interest from people wanting to use KMIP right away; interop as 
milestone was good impetus to get clinet implement 
IBM (Bruce): interest in the particular use cases; not getting the message about object 
other than symmetric keys; would encourage other participants. 
EMC (Bob): very much a successful event for the TC. 
Jon: some concern from other potential participants that it is storage focused and only for 
keys. 
BobN: perhaps a gap in the use cases relative to client applications, perhaps end-use and 
management applications; concern that the use cases don’t map to products. Appreciated 
being involved; may still be useful for demonstration of interoperability to have cases 
that are appropriate to products, particularly one that do not need to manage keys. 
Gordon: perhaps could permit other people on the show floor to connect to the servers 
from their booths. 
Expression of appreciation from the TC to all participants, and to Mathias and Tim in 
particular for their work. 
s 
Issues with interop: 
 
Tim: should set feature freeze earlier. 
Tim: good objective for next interop is to have all vendors talking to all vendors. Also 
need to get out the message about KMIP in products. 
 
V2.0 
Tim: could consider a smaller release 
Robert: if we want to avoid the delay of the summer holiday, we need to have things 
ready soon. 
Subhash: could do just a committee draft. We do have more experience now. 
Gordon: we want to make sure we include new implementations now; perhaps by end of 
the day decide what is sufficiently done that we can have vendors start working on them. 
Tim: there’s a larger body of work that we can get done if we are targeting September. 
Alan: may be more important to meet the date rather than necessarily doing the client 
registration. 
 
Managing Vendor Extensions 
 
Tim: Biggest issue is making sure that we support interoperability, rather than having lots 
of proprietary extensions.  
Mike: what sort of extensions? 
Tim: how does the vendor carry their set of attributes? How do they look up related keys? 
Krishna: if the client doesn’t understand extensions, it should be able to continue without 
those extensions. 
Tim: protocol has nothing to allow you to find out what the extensions are and how to 
understand them. 



Bob: name/value pairs? 
Tim: some kind of mapping. So far have been able to keep vendor extensions separate. 
Gordon: have shared the IBM vendor extensions; would have like to have seen them in 
the spec; client identification beyond the certificate, what group it should be in, access 
control that the server can enforce; these things were needed for the product. 
Bruce: had hoped that these things would have been incorporated into the protocol. 
MikeA: is the suggestion to register extension? Or that the areas that are currently 
extensions be included in the protocol? Does the former just defer the problem – I know 
what a vendor extension is, but what do I with that?  
Tim: the problem of who is using what extension numbers needs to be solved; would like 
it dynamic. 
Marcus: could at least determine if the same attribute is showing up from multiple 
vendors. 
MikeA: is that part of the protocol, or is it a process?  
Bob: would registration have addressed the IBM issues regarding extensions? 
Bruce: probably not; had to incorporate KMIP into a product that would give clients what 
they need to have.  Initial usage of credential caused some problems, because of the 
discrepancy between type and value in multiple places.  
Gordon: there is a small set of attributes that IBM needs; these ended up as extensions 
because of timing. 
Bruce: “interop makes you smart” 
Tim: would like to have the way to do things be well-defined.  
BobL: has the list of issues from interop been pulled together? 
Tim: visible in the traces from the interop. 
Gordon: the IBM extensions were to support the use cases where there was demand. 
Would rather have them standardized, rather than just registered. 
 
Client Discovery of Server Capabilities 
 
Hal: many different issues at once: 1) discovering information about custom capabilities; 
suggest a separate operation to convey that information; 2)  in specific case of access 
control, would have it move with the object it pertains to; 3) prioritize what really needs 
to be addressed to make implementation more practical. 
Tim: in the use cases, we have good interoperability; but we have products going beyond 
those use cases. 
Alan: the use cases may set too high a bar 
BobL: the use cases were too specific to what makes a valuable server, rather than a 
valuable client.  
Mathias: have been talking about use cases to address client profiles. 
BobL: could take on relatively easily based on what is already in the protocol. 
Alan: no way to find out what a client or server is supporting unless you go to the vendor. 
Bruce: had made the decision to focus on the server. 
BobN: need to be able to tell the client what to do. 
Tim: good example: how does a client know what profiles a server supports; should be 
able to discover dynamically, just by asking what that query. 
Bruce: Use cases did more than any one of the profiles. 



BoLb: having external organizations define the profiles could help in addressing this 
problem. Would need to provide guidelines and valiadation. Having clients define their 
own protocol would be simpler. 
BobN: the problem with the V1.0 profiles is that the clients didn’t need everything in the 
profiles 
Bruce: there were also places where clients needed more than the profiles definied. 
Gordon: the storage client profile was an attempt to get at least one client specified. 
BobN: definitely a profile when a client just needs to get a key (not register or create) 
Tim: Emulex use case: here’s my identity, here’s my device, get me the key.    
BobN: reflected already in the storage client profile 
Jon: should not have profiles that change the semantics of the protocol. 
 
Discussion of Extensions 
 
Mike: did we see commonality in terms of the extensions? 
Tim: a small set of attributes, probably a dozen.   
Bruce: there’s no way to identify whether an extension is critical or not. 
Stan: can we address the specific requirements and then get back to the larger picture? 
BobG: the interop surfaced critical issues that we do need to address. 
Bruce: one of the difficult parts is attributes that are structures, and doing locates based 
on finding things within a structure. There are things that are unreasonable for the client 
to request; the server should be able to communicate back to the client that the request is 
unreasonable. 
Alan: tried to avoid structures in extensions. 
Gordon: custom attributes were needed in order to identify the clients.  
Krishma: groups was a larger proposal than just is what is required.  
Jon: we have channel level authentication for an application level authentication problem. 
Alan: providing a way to separate the channel authentication from the application 
authentication is good to address; perhaps use the credential. Need to separate what’s 
needed in the credential vs. what’s needed in an entity. 
Tim: could have some level of  
Gordon: the significant extension were serial number and group; others were there for 
logging, capturing context of request. Serial number was critical in order to make access 
control decisions in the server.  
Gordon: use cases: proxy case (certificate on library, which is only thing that has direct 
communication to server); smartgrid meter (stations connected to server, but therough 
intermediary).  
Hyrum: really trusting the client to get the right key to the right device; but you do care 
about the client and whether it should get the key.  
Krishna: implied process where the device gets registered.  
Alan: issue in laptop use case of being able to put certs on all laptops; how do you get 
secrets out there. 
MikeA: use cases typically about laptops, also with human enrollment thorough some 
other system. In that case, can consult that entity as another server; client can ask for 
proof that user is who they say they are.  Need to be able to support both kinds of 



interaction: 1) very trusted client (base station monitoring automated meteres); 2) client 
who can be authenticated through third –party. 
Alan: will probably not reach agreement on how to do enrollment; 
Hyrum: should leverage other environments (eg TPM) that can solve the problem. 
 
 
Discussion of Versioning  
 
Slides presented by Bruce 
Protocol version is example of ambiguity of version or behavior. 
Question of what happens with major versions: server support multiple versions? 
Tim: changes in structures might require new major version. 
BobN: issue of how to handle minor version discrpancies. 
RobertH: slide 6, should not just be max… 
Stan: server can look at the version level in the client message 
BobN: backwards compatibility suggests that server response should be should be in the 
version of the request; if client requires at higher, server responds in its version. How 
clients and servers answer seems inconsistent. 
MikeA: should have clear statement that a response may have information that will have 
to be ignored; then make statement that we never take out fields in a minor version. 
Bruce: implies that both client and server have to understand all minor versions in a 
major version. Second, may constrain us in terms of responding to to vulnderabilities.  
BobN: use “supported” and “preferred” in protocol level. 
Tim: vendors will not support all minor versions. 
BobL: clients likely to support only one version; and servers wil support muleiple 
versions 
Tim: but clients speaking to multiple servers will likely need to speak to support multiple 
versions: 
Alan: SSL server negotiation as a model: client publishes supported version, and server 
chooses which, if any, of those it supports. 
MikeA: ubiquitous support for a version will likely mean that new clients will support 
that version even if a newer is available. 
Indra: have already defined a version negotiation operation 
Hal: would we define 2.0 as a disjunct set or as a superset? 
RobertH: we will have changes, such as in credential, between versions. 
Bruce: difficulty of understanding implications of versioning on server if we don’t 
distinguish behavior or encoding. Often don’t know what the encoding implications are 
until we have talked through the behavior. 
Tim: should protocol include both an encoding version and a document (behavior 
version) 
BobN: if you change the behavior, but not the protocol, does it change both the spec and 
the protocol versions? 
Alan: would be better to keep them in lock-step. 
MikeA: like to follow the TLS model, given their success. 
Alan: difference that TLS uses session model, KMIP does not. 
BobN: could repeat the negotiation. 



Bruce: version toleration through query allowed multiple expressions of protocol, etc. 
 
 
Client Registration 
 
Presentation by Alan 
Indra: what happens if value not specified 
Alan: derived from underlying transport cert  
RobertH: would like to find better way to express this 
Alan: currently how it works in KMIP V1.0 
Hal: in SAML, did not necessarily derive the username from the cert, depending on PKI 
authority practice. 
Alan: encoding of value described in terms of cert subject 
Mike: cert used to identify at transport level not necessarily the same as what you use to 
identify yourself to the server. 
Alan: if transport just “right to connect”, then credential would include something else. 
Mike: example of 1 identity on laptop for vpn, separate identity on smartcard for 
authentication of user.  
Alan: use different enumerations for “take from transport” vs “here is the identity” 
Bruce: need proof of possession 
BobL: are there use cases for multiple levels 
Alan: yes, would be up to server to validate that they apply to the same entity. 
Hyrum: use case: have developed proprietary system: channel level keys for ransport; 
separate keys for identity. First nonce handled by SSL; for second, just sign request using 
I&A cert. Subject to reply, but would have to break transport level session. 
Jon: there were real cases where we don’t have TLS.  
Denis: can this be addressed with multiple ports? 
Gordon: signing seemed a good compromise 
BobN: are we looking at behavior or encoding?  
Tim: could renegotiate the protocol with another cert. 
Alan: was not looking for providing credentials that are used elsewhere for 
authtennicaiton; but could build use case around that. 
 
Discussion of Entity: 
 
Indra: could password be a secret object 
Bruce: server could compare the password to a secret data object 
Mike: changing an owner can have significant consequences. 
BobL: is owner directly defining access control; should be at group 
Alan: Owner intended to fill gap in V1.0. 
Tim: is writing admin interface as a KMIP client feasible? 
Mike: KMIP is not a management protocol and will never be; products will move in 
different diretions. 
Tim: looking for a low bar that allows initial level of management interoperability. 
BobN: management application has to do wide range of key management operations; 
may have to talk to large number of keys. 



Alan: issue of whether client can modify owner. 
RobertH: should be a server policy. Compare to initial date. 
Tim: leads to discussion about how to discover what server policies are and how to get 
them. 
Issue that template includes both template-related attributes and and attributes assigned to 
created objects from template. 
Jon: how does credential handle single large app that authtneicataes multiple us 
Gordon: could have an attribute to specify if all elements of the credential structure have 
to be present. 
BobL: could be usage recommendation rather than protocol specification. 
Tim: concern that we need to define the use cases that we are supporting; there are some 
that we don’t want to support. 
Jon: should we address owner of template issue here (should vs shall) 
 
 
Break 
 
Review of morning: 
 
Versioning:  
Jon: regarding version, if canonical object definition changed, not possible to implement 
both 1.0 and 2.0, in order to support both in the same implementation. 
Interop: 
Gordon: OASIS has offered to take larger role in interop.  
 
Groups  
 
Krishna presents groups proposal. 
Mike: use case for grouping keys for access control reasons; could have multiple cursor 
patterns apply to a key in multiple groups.  
BobL: use primary/secondary groups? 
Mike: proposal imposes restriction (single group) that doesn’t always apply. 
Alan: problem right now is key distribution groups and cursor pattern. 
Jon: group that has all SSL keys in order to make sure that they don’t expire; but also 
smaller groups corresponding to which application needs it, etc.  Should not be 
hierarchical. 
Mike: need to treat ACL use a permissive model;  
Hal: what about using group only for cursor; everything else we with object attributes; 
Tim: or alternatively have a link to a group object. 
Krishna: if you can do a first-class object for some kinds of things, should do it for all 
things. 
Tim: want to solve general problem; could do this an attribute. 
BobG: can we define how to address the requirement in the storage profile without 
requiring a vendor extension for the returning of the next key within the group. 
 
Access Control 



 
Tbd 
 
Storage Profile 
 
Tbd 
 
Registration use cases 
 
Tbd 
 
Discussion of next steps 
 
Tbd 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


